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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN

 'So we come back to the old question of priority between East

 and West, and the old obstacle of the No-man's land between

 Aegean and Danube on the one side, and Aegean and

 Euphrates on the other.'-J. L. Myres, The Cretan Labyrinth.

 IN the No-man's land between Aegean and Euphrates we find in the

 second millennium B.c. a monster unknown in earlier times. Without

 antecedents it succeeded in penetrating the homeland of monsters, Meso-

 potamia, where it became so thoroughly acclimatised as to outnumber

 within a few centuries all but the most vigorous native breeds. It also

 played an important part in the religious imagery of Minoan Crete and in

 the decorative art of Mycene, whilst occasionally penetrating Egypt and

 Anatolia. Its appearance suggests an aptitude to insinuate itself: the

 leonine body ends, not in the blunt head of the great cat, but in a tapering

 FIG. I.-SPHINX ON SEALING FROM SUSA,

 4TH MILLENNIUM B.C., IN THE LOUVRE.

 bird's head; and the threat of the formidable beak is masked by a graceful

 crest.

 Whence did it come and what does it signify? The second question

 may well be unanswerable without regional qualification. Fantastic

 creatures often undergo profound changes of meaning when changing their

 habitat; the sphinx is a well-known example of this. But in any case the

 question of origin must be answered first.

 In Mesopotamia mammals with bird-like features were known from the

 fourth millennium onwards. Amongst the sealings from Susa, which belong

 to the Uruk- and Jemdet Nasr Periods, we find the only known griffin with

 the mane of a male lion; it has a bird's head, wings, and talons on its front

 legs (Fig. I) 1 and, like the other Elamite monsters of this period, it disap-

 pears without leaving a trace.

 1 See DELAPORTE, Catalogue des Cylindres Orientaux, Musde du Louvre Pls. 44, 0o; 45, 2

 for photographs.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN 107

 The Sumerians of the Early Dynastic Period knew a winged lion as

 well as the lion-headed eagle Imdugud (Fig. 2); twice they depicted a

 bird-man (Fig. 2), possibly holding a plant, which in the succeeding,

 FIG. 2.-EARLY DYNASTIC CYLINDER FROM UR IN BAGHDAD MUSEUM.

 Akkadian, period he was punished for owning.1 Dragons, too, combined

 the features of birds and beasts. The 'lion-bird' of Ningizzida, a chthonic

 god, had a snake-like head and neck, a lion's body and talons on its hind

 legs, as well as a feathered tail (Fig. 3). It became Marduk's symbol in

 FIG. 3.-AKKADIAN CYLINDER

 WITH CHTHONIC GOD, IN THE

 ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM.

 FIG. 4.-AKKADIAN CYLINDER FROM UR WITH

 WEATHER-GODS, IN THE BAGHDAD MUSEUM.

 later times. The Akkadians pictured the weather god in a thundering

 chariot with solid wooden wheels drawn by a winged, tailed, and taloned

 dragon which spat fire (Fig. 4); and this creature remained associated

 with the god until the end of the Assyrian empire.2 In addition to the

 1 FRANKFORT, Cylinder Seals pp. 132 ff.; the other Early Dynastic seal with the bird-

 man is in Baghdad: IM, 2479.

 2 E.g., BUDGE, Assyrian Sculptures in the British Museum, XXXVII.
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 o108 H. FRANKFORT

 bird-man already mentioned we find on Akkadian seals a winged god

 dominating three mortals (Fig. 5); his female counterpart is probably

 shown on a fine terracotta relief of slightly later date.' These creatures

 may possibly help us to explain the griffin, but none of them can be con-

 sidered its ancestor. But when, after the middle of the second millennium,

 FIG. 5.-AKKADIAN CYLINDER FROM

 UR WITH DEATH-BRINGING GOD.

 FIG. 6.-SEALING OF KING ASSURU-

 BALLIT, IN BERLIN MUSEUM.

 Assyria emerged as a political and cultural centre independent of the south,

 our griffin and its humanised counterpart belong to the most conspicuous

 features of the new artistic repertoire. They appear in the wall-paintings

 of Kar-Tukulti-Enurta (about 1280 B.C.) 2 and on the seals of King

 Assuruballit I (1405-1385 B.C.) (Fig. 6) and Rimeni (about 1140 B.C.)

 (Fig. 7). The griffin-demon obviously fulfils there a beneficial function, and

 FIG. 7.-SEALING OF QUEEN RIMENI, IN BERLIN MUSEUM.

 this part it retained throughout Assyrian art. On the wall-reliefs of the

 Assyrian palaces it acts as guardian of the vital power contained in the

 sacred tree, or it transmits this power to the King (Fig. 8). The griffin,

 however, appears sometimes in less exalted situations (Figs. 9, Io). This

 may complicate the problem of its interpretation,3 but for the moment we

 merely want to stress the common occurrence of these two related figures in

 Assyrian art from the fourteenth century onwards, while they were entirely

 unknown in Babylonia. From the Assyriological point of view there is

 1 Archivfiir Orientforschung XIII 28 ff.

 2 ANDRAE, Coloured Ceramics from Ashur P1. III.  3 See below.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN o09

 FIG. 8.-SEAL OF MUSHESH-ENURTA, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

 FIG. 9.-ASSYRIAN SEAL, IN THE BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS.

 FIG. I o.-ASSYRIAN SEAL IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
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 IIo H. FRANKFORT

 nothing unusual in this. Assyria created its first national style out of

 Mesopotamian and western elements, and the griffin belonged evidently to

 the latter. For us, however, the problem lies precisely in this derivation

 from the West.

 The immediate source of non-Mesopotamian motives in Assyrian art

 is the kingdom of Mitanni, which from about 16oo to 1350 B.C. united the

 Assyrian territory as far east as Kirkuk with the North Syrian plain. It

 is difficult to define Mitannian art, since only a few seal designs can be

 recognised as such.1 But it certainly used, besides its own inventions,

 motives derived from two sources: an older Syrian repertoire in which

 FIG. I I.-PECTORAL OF SESOSTRIS III IN CAIRO MUSEUM.

 much of Mesopotamian origin survived; and the very hybrid applied arts

 of the Syrian harbour towns which combined Syrian with Egyptian and

 Aegean features. The griffin is as common in Mitannian (Figs. 21, 22)

 as in Assyrian art, and the question arises whether it was peculiar to the

 ephemereal kingdom, or reached it from one of the sources just named.

 In Egypt a griffin is well known. It appears once amongst game on a

 slate palette of the late Predynastic Period,2 but from the Fifth Dynasty

 onward it fulfils one specific function. Egyptian iconography knows the

 griffin exclusively as a destroyer of the king's enemies. In the instances

 1 FRANKFORT, Cylinder Seals pp. 273-83.-The difficulty lies in the fact that the area

 occupied by the kingdom of Mitanni was both before and afterwards subjected to influences

 from surrounding regions. None of the large sculptures found in the region can be

 assigned with certainty to Mitanni, and it is instructive to compare what MOORTGAT,

 Die bildende Kunst des alten Orients und die Bergvoelker pp. 39-70 and CONTENAU, La civilisation

 des Hittites et des Mitanniens pp. 11-20 declare to be Mitannian works of art.

 2 QUIBELL AND GREEN, Hierakonpolis II Pl. XXVIII.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN III

 FIG. 12.-INSIDE OF WAR-CHARIOT OF KING THUTMOSIS IV, IN CAIRO.

 dated to the Old Kingdom the heads are lost,1 and though the leonine body

 possesses wings (and a feathered tail in addition to its own), it remains

 FIG. I3.-PAINTING IN TOMB AT BENI HASSAN.

 (After Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum, New York.)

 uncertain whether the head was human, as in the New Kingdom (Fig. 12)

 or bird-shaped, as in the Twelfth Dynasty (Fig. ii). It should be noted

 1 BORCHARDT, Das Grabdenkmal des Kdnigs Sahure I 33; II P1. 8 and p. 21. IDEM,

 Grabdenkmal des Kdnigs Neuserre p. 48.
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 112 H. FRANKFORT

 that royal monuments like the illustrated pectoral of Sesostris III were

 copied in the tombs of Beni Hassan (Fig. 13). Thus only can we explain

 the coalescence of the lotus with the beast's tail in the painting. Conse-

 quently there is no evidence of popular belief in a griffin in Egypt, but only

 of an official symbol, with a definite function and definite characteristics.

 Its function may be the cause or the result of its association with the

 Theban wargod Menthu.1 This connection at any rate accounts for the

 fact that the Egyptian griffin is clearly characterised as falcon-headed by

 the distinctive pattern of the peregrine appearing on its cheek. It differs

 FIG. 14.-WAR-AXE OF KING AAHMES IN CAIRO MUSEUM.

 (From Evans, Palace of Minos, by courtesy of Macmillan and Co.)

 therefore most markedly from the crested creature which forms the subject

 of this paper and which appears in Egypt at the beginning of the Eighteenth

 Dynasty, designated 'beloved of Menthu,' on a war-axe of King Aahmes

 (Fig. 14). The unusual addition of a legend accentuates the strangeness

 which this species possessed for the Egyptians themselves.

 The foreign character of the griffin on the axe, at first widely recognised,

 has recently been denied, because the monster occurs on a scarab of the

 Hyksos period found at Tell Beit Mirsim in Palestine (Fig. 15).2 The

 argument is not valid. The discovery merely shows that the creature was

 known outside Egypt before the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and for

 1 SETHE, Urgeschichte und iilteste Religion der Aegypter I85 and p. 2I.

 2 Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research No. 47 p. 0o.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN I13

 this there is ample evidence, as we shall see. The hieroglyphs on the

 scarab ('r) have been considered to render the beast's Egyptian name 1 but

 they happen to be a pair that is frequently used on scarabs of the Hyksos

 period with apparently none but decorative intention.2 The close similarity

 of detail-crest, curling plumes at neck, markings of the flight-feathers-

 between the Cretan griffins and that on Aahmes' axe speaks for a common

 origin. The true Egyptian griffin appears, however, with its own distinctive

 features as late as the reign of Aahmes' predecessor 3 and it is therefore

 most unlikely that the monster on the axe originated in Egypt. In Crete it

 appears for the first time in the miniature frescoes and the Zakro sealings,

 dated to MM III B, a period which did not end until well after the begin-

 FIG. I5.-SCARAB FROM TELL BEIT MIRSIM,

 IN PALESTINE MUSEUM.

 (After Rowe, Catalogue.)

 ning of the Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt.4 Without attaching great

 importance to the mere chronology of first appearances, which may be

 invalidated at any time by new discoveries, we may inquire at least whether

 there are perhaps indications that both Egypt and Crete might have derived

 this griffin from a third region.

 The technique of the axe provides a first clue. Polychromy by means

 of gold and silver inlays in a background blackened by sulphur (niello)

 was not practised by the skilful goldsmiths of the Middle Kingdom. From

 Byblos, however, come several objects contemporary with the Twelfth

 Dynasty and decorated in this fashion.5 One scimitar was found in a tomb

 containing also presents sent by Amenemhet IV to the local ruler; but the

 hieroglyphs inlaid on that ruler's scimitar prove by irregularities that the

 weapon was of non-Egyptian, and thus presumably local manufacture.6

 1 PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND, Quarterly Statement 1933 97-

 2 ALAN ROWE, A Catalogue of Scarabs, Scaraboids, Seals and Amulets in the Palestine

 Archaeological Museum Nos. 215-31 244 etc. PETRIE, Buttons and Design Scarabs 341-4,

 463-70 etc. Petrie's reading Erdara seems to me as gratuitous as the Ra-ne-Ra which he

 rejects (p. 17).

 3 EVANS, Palace of Minos I 710 fig. 533C.  IDEM, id. IV 874.

 5 MONTET, Byblos et l'Egypte Pls. XCIX, C (scimitars); XCVIII (Uraei), CII no. 655

 (knife); CV nos. 701 703 (terminals of handles).

 6 MONTET, Byblos et l'Egypte pp. 174 f.-

 I
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 1 14 H. FRANKFORT

 The technique applied to Aahmes' axe and to the daggers from the shaft-

 graves at Mycene was thus practised some centuries earlier in Syria.' Its

 roughly simultaneous introduction in Greece and Egypt establishes a

 triangle of connections borne out by the designs on those weapons. The

 Egyptian features of one Mycenaean dagger are well known;2 Aahmes'

 axe-design is Egyptian but for the griffin, but the dagger of his mother

 Aahotep, found with the axe, shows the distinctively Cretan indications of

 landscape along the upper edge of the scene as well as 'Phoenician'

 palmettes on the reverse.3 This close interweaving of influences emanating

 from various centres in the Near East is highly characteristic for the period

 immediately preceding the production of those weapons. The great move-

 ments of peoples which brought the Hittites to Babylon and to Anatolia,

 the Hyksos to Egypt and the Kassites, Mitanni and possibly Hurrians to the

 scene of their short pre-eminence, destroyed established traditions suffi-

 ciently to create the conditions under which contact may become in-

 fluential. But the achievements of periods of disturbance can only be

 measured by their consequences. Now we find in the sixteenth and

 fifteenth centuries B.C. throughout Northern Syria and Northern Iraq, at

 Ashur,4 Tell Billa,5 Nuzi,6 Nineveh, Tell Brak,7 Tell Tainat 8 and Atchana,9

 the so-called Hurrian pottery, which in shape and in much of its design is

 Asiatic, but which uses Aegean running spirals and the Cretan white on

 black technique. At Nuzi, near Kirkuk, in north-eastern Iraq, we find a

 fresco combining a curious type of palmette with Hathor-heads, Aegean

 bull's heads, the Babylonian guilloche, and the 'notched' design of the

 Cretan griffin's wings.1' Ivories from the palace at Atchana, near Antioch

 1 SIR ARTHUR EVANS claims (Palace of Minos III 112) an engraved dagger from

 Lasithi (MM II) as the ancestor of the Mycenaean daggers. This applies, however, only

 to the notion of ornamenting the blade with a hunting scene. No evidence is given that

 the engraving was ever inlaid with another metal, and even then there would be no question

 of niello.

 2 In addition to a general similarity of subject (cats hunting wild fowl in papyrus

 thicket) there is a curiously ' unrealistic ' feature in the capturing by one cat of two ducks

 with front-paws and hindlegs at the time, which is quite in keeping with the ideoplastic

 art of Egypt and, in fact, occurs often in the tomb paintings e.g. the Theban fragment in

 the British Museum.

 3 STEINDORFF, Die Kunst der Aegypter p. 303 b.

 4 ANDRAE, Coloured Ceramics from Ashur P1. 5.

 5 The Museum Journal XXIII Pls. LX LXI.

 6 R. F. S. STARR, Nuzi II PIs. 78, 79.

 7 Illustrated London News 15 October 1938 pp. 698 699.

 8 Sherds at the Oriental Institute, University of Chicago.

 1 Illustrated London News 9 October 1937 pp. 604, 605; 17 September 1938 p. 504.

 The term 'Atchana ware' and the repeated reference to a 'hitherto unknown painted

 ware' are, of course, highly inappropriate. The problem presented by the incom-

 mensurate philological and archaeological material is formulated by Sidney Smith in

 Antiquity XII (1938), 425 ft.
 10 STARR, Nuzi II Pls. 128 129.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN 115

 present a similar combination (Fig. 16). One shows a typically Myce-

 naean scroll design ; another our griffin hunting; a third an emblem which,

 whatever its exact meaning,2 was peculiar to the Anatolian Hittites; a

 fourth, a squatting cat, recalls a necklace of Aahotep.3

 The extensive cultural exchange exemplified by the spread of artistic

 motives was prepared by connections established previous to the migrations.4

 The First Babylonian Dynasty, at least since Hammurabi's reign, influenced

 Syria predominantly, but the discoveries at Byblos, Ras Shamra, and even

 FIG. I6.-IVORIES FROM THE PALACE AT ATCHANA.

 Qatna, inland, show that the twelfth Egyptian Dynasty was more interested

 in the Levant than has usually been assumed. There are no signs of conflict,

 either between the natives and the foreigners, or among the latter. It

 may be that mere lack of information is responsible for the apparent

 contrast between the incessant Syrian wars after the collapse of the

 Hyksos, and the peaceful era when the daughter of Pharaoh Amenemhet II

 sent gifts to the temple of the Babylonian Moon-god Ningal at Qatna ;

 1 KARO, Die Schachtgraeber von Mykenai pp. 270 ff.

 2 This 'signe royal' has been recently discussed by KURT BITTEL and HANS GUSTAV

 GijTERBOCK, Bogazkdy (Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften

 Jahrgang 1935 Phil. Hist. Ki. I), pp. 41 f.

 3 GEORG M5LLER, Die Metallkunst der alten Aegypter P1. 6.

 4 This subject has been studied by PIERRE DEMARGNE in Revue Archeologique 1936

 8o ff.; Annales de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes de Gand Tome II (1938) 31--66, and by RANA

 DUSSAUD, in Iraq VI ('939), 53-66.  5 Syria IX (1928), I6.
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 116 H. FRANKFORT

 when statuettes of Egyptian officials could be erected in Ras Shamra-

 Ugarit, though it adopted cuneiform writing; and the ruler of that coastal

 town ask Hammurabi for an introduction to the king of Mari, whose palace

 he was anxious to visit. Archaeologically the change brought about by the

 migrations of the eighteenth century B.c. appears in the first place in this:

 while hitherto imported objects had borne witness to intercourse with foreign

 countries, we find that subsequently, at Nuzi, at Atchana, and in the Aegean,

 local products contain elements of divergent origin. In the light of these

 recent discoveries the long-known distribution of monuments of the Hyksos-

 ruler Khian over Cnossos, Babylonia, and Egypt gains a significance which

 scholars have hitherto been chary to admit.' There is no longer any

 difficulty in assuming that he exercised some sort of authority over all these

 regions, since such a rule, however shortlived, would be no more than the

 political correlate of the cultural cross-currents which we can trace.

 As regards our griffin, it is certain that the whole of this supposed

 Hyksos dominion became its habitat. Its appearance in Egypt and

 Mesopotamia we have already discussed. In Crete it appears at the same

 time, and with unmistakable Syrian associations. These consist, in the

 first place, of a female sphinx with which it is figured in the miniature

 frescoes 2 as well as on the Zakro sealings.3 Now, the female sphinx is a

 Syrian transformation of the male Egyptian symbol of divine royalty. In

 the second place, it is highly significant that the first appearance of the winged

 griffin and sphinx in Crete should be on woven stuffs depicted in the minia-

 ture frescoes. For it is most unlikely that such fabrics could be made in

 Crete at the time. Representational art in any shape or form other than

 glyptic was unknown in the island until the very period with which we are

 dealing 4 and it is obviously impossible to assume that the weavers would

 have been the first to introduce it. The innovation of representational

 wall-paintings is, in fact, a peculiarly Cretan consequence of the closer

 cultural contacts established during the Hyksos period. Egypt was the

 source of inspiration. This follows not only from certain subjects such as

 the hunting cats and papyrus on Aegean monuments of the sixteenth century

 and earlier, but even more convincingly from the use of various Nilotic

 conventions which, somewhat oddly, appear in the " impressionistic " art of

 Crete.5 The recent discoveries of wall-paintings in a palace of the Ham-

 1 So HALL, Ancient History of the Near East p. 218; but BREASTED, History of Egypt p. 218

 thinks of an empire while ED. MEYER, Gesch. d. Alt. II 2, 43 not only conjures up Attila and

 Dzenghis Khan, but also (p. 54) postulates a marriage between Aahotep and king of

 Crete and assigns to their combined forces the overthrow of the Hyksos.

 2 EVANS, Palace of Minos I 549 III 41-.

 3 Id. I 712 fig. 536.

 4 The' saffron-gatherer ' is dated by bIR ARTHUR EVANS to MIVM I, DUt tnis early

 date is decidedly not proved, and seems to me improbable. See SNIJDER Kretische Kunst

 pp. 27ff.

 5 For further details see Francis G. Newton Memorial Volume, The Mural Painting of El

 Amarna pp. 19 ff. 24.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN 117

 murabi period at Mari on the middle Euphrates confirms that it was from

 Egypt and not from Asia that the suggestion of representational art was

 derived. For at Mari the uncovered flesh of both men and women is

 painted red,' while the Minoans, as the Egyptians, distinguished conven-

 tionally men and women by red and white colouring.

 FIG. I7.-SEALS FROM ZAKRO.

 It should now be clear that we are confronted with copies of imported

 textiles when we find amongst the earliest representational wall-paintings in

 Crete stuffs with living creatures as ornaments; of one of these, the female

 sphinx, the Syrian origin is certain, and if we may trust the reproduction of

 this fragment, it would appear here without the characteristic Cretan crown

 which cuts straight across the profile and not, as on this fresco, with a

 FIG. I8.-SYRIAN SEAL OF THE FIRST

 GROUP, IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM.

 FIG. 19.-SYRIAN SEAL OF THE FIRST

 GROUP, IN THE LOUVRE.

 curve.2 Woven stuffs have, at all times, been a staple export of Western

 Asia. To this extent the earliest occurrence of the crested griffin in Crete as

 a textile pattern represents a further Syrian association.

 A third association is with the griffin-demon which appears, together

 with the griffin and the female sphinx, on the Zakro seals (Fig. I7). Now,

 this same triad occurs on Syrian seals which antedate all the occurrences of

 1 v. Syria 1937 P1. XXXIX.  2 EVANS, Palace of Minos II 778 Fig. 506.
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 118 H. FRANKFORT

 our griffin mentioned so far. It is true that their date is not established

 stratigraphically, but they are so closely connected with the glyptic of the

 First Babylonian Dynasty before the disintegration of its style that they

 FIG. 20.-SYRIAN SEAL OF THE FIRST GROUP (?) FROM KNOSSOS.

 (From Evans, Palace of Minos, by courtesy of Macmillan and Co.)

 must antedate the Second Intermediate Period (Figs. 18, 19). These seals

 form the " First Syrian Group." 1 It is possible that we have one of them in

 a gold-capped lapis-lazuli cylinder actually found at Knossos, but unfor-

 FIG. 2I.-MITANNIAN SEAL FROM

 TELL CHAGAR BAZAR.

 FIG. 22.-SEALING FROM KIRKUK,

 IN BERLIN MUSEUM.

 tunately only known in a drawing (Fig. 20), and this would then be one of

 the vehicles which made the griffin as well as the griffin-demon and the

 female sphinx known to the Minoans. It is interesting to note that the

 1 FRANKFORT, Cylinder Seals pp. 252-8.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN I19

 griffin-demon on these Syrian seals is always shown in a curious kneeling

 attitude and dressed in a skirt (Fig. 19) which the Zakro carver translated

 into Cretan forms. From this First Syrian Group, Mitannian glyptic

 derived much, and amongst other motives, the griffin which is found on the

 few fine seals (Fig. 21) as well as on the glazed seals of the popular style

 which are best known from the Kirkuk tablets, but which spread all through

 the Near East, from Persia to Southern Palestine (Fig. 22).

 The griffin not only appears in Syria earlier than elsewhere, but it

 also survives there after the fall of Knossos, with all its distinctive features

 FIG. 23.-IVORY FROM MEGIDDO.

 intact. The reliefs from Carchemish, Sendschirli, Sakjigeuzi, and Tell

 Halaf may have been made under the influence of Assyria,' but that

 suspicion does not rest upon the metal and ivory work from Ras Shamra,2

 Byblos,3 Tyre 4 and Megiddo 5 (Fig. 23). Montet has shown that the

 reappearance of the crested griffin on Egyptian monuments of the Nine-

 teenth and Twentieth Dynasties, several centuries after the isolated inlay

 on Aahmes' dagger, seems to be confined to pictures of objects imported

 from Syria,6 and thus belonging to the same class as the griffin-headed rhyta

 1 This circumstance is not taken into account by MOORTGAT in his treatment of our

 griffin in Die Bildende Kunst des alten Orients und die Bergvoelker pp. 39-47.

 2 S. F. A. SCHAEFFER, The Cuneiform Texts of Ras Shamra-Ugarit P1. XVII 2.

 3 MONTET, Byblos et l'Egypte P1. CXLII No. 878.

 4 IDEM, Les reliques de l'art Syrien dans l'tgypte du Nouvel Empire 131 fig. 172.

 5 In addition to these works there are griffins on a large number of Syrian seals of the

 Second and Third Groups, and a number, probably of Cypriote origin, which cannot yet

 be properly distinguished. Some examples: FRANKFORT, Cylinder Seals P1. XLV g, i.

 6 MONTET, Reliques de l'art Syrien XXXX I I 1-14 172. He rightly stressess in this case,

 as in that of the bitch- or sow-like sphinx which is occasionally depicted in Egypt from the

 time of Amenhotep III onward, the importance of the round medallion worn round the

 neck and which is shown already on the bowl from Ras Shamra referred to in note 2 above;
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 120 H. FRANKFORT

 or vase covers brought by foreigners and depicted in the tombs of Rekhmire

 and Useramon.1

 The interpretation of the griffin is but little furthered by the recognition

 of its probable homeland, since so far no Syrian texts seem to refer to the

 creature. The representations suggest that we should now separate the

 griffin from the winged and griffin-headed demon with human body and

 limbs whom we have treated hitherto as a variant of our main theme. It is

 true that the two appear together in Syria as well as in Crete and in Assyria,

 but there is some difference in the context in which they are depicted.

 Both may guard the sacred tree, but furthermore we find the griffin in

 hunting scenes, mostly killing game (Figs. I o, 18) but occasionally being

 attacked by a bowman or, held captive as in Fig. 9, or restrained by the

 FIG. 24.-AsSYRIAN CYLINDER IN THE PIERPONT MORGAN LIBRARY.

 griffin-demon from getting its prey (Fig. 24). The griffin-demon appears

 throughout as beneficial to man (Figs. 7, 8). What is the relation between

 the two? It is possible that the griffin represents some terrifying power,

 against which the griffin-demon affords protection, or with which, in the

 shape of the griffin-demon, humanity can be reconciled. Protective

 genii are common in Western Asia, and the griffin's head may indicate the

 specific help and protection which man expected from this particular

 genius. The griffin-demon occurs amongst the prophylactic figures,

 described in texts and found actually at Ur, which were intended to safe-

 guard the Assyrian householder 2 against evil spirits. Perhaps the con-

 sciousness of a great cosmic force might find double pictorial expression,

 namely in its purely terrifying aspect as the griffin, in an aspect more

 accessible to man's prayers as the griffin-demon. To complete our

 Asiatic examples occur at widely scattered places and times, e.g. Syria XVIII (1937),

 P1. XVIII; GHIRSHMAN Fouilles de Tepe Giyan, P1. 15, tomb 38; Iraq IV P1. XIIIA, while

 in Egypt this simplest type of pendant is practically unknown at all periods.

 1 EVANS, Palace of Minos II 534-5-

 2 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 1926 689 ff.
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 NOTES ON THE CRETAN GRIFFIN 121

 hypothesis we might add that we should like to regard the griffin as an

 'Angel of Death.'

 Sir Arthur Evans has interpreted the Ring of Nestor as a picture of the

 nether world (Fig. 25). There the griffin is enthroned while two griffin-

 demons appear in front, as adorants or ministrants, and are also seen in the

 other compartments of the design. On an Anatolian cylinder they attend

 FIG. 25.-THE RING OF NESTOR.

 (From Evans, Palace of Minos, by courtesy of Macmillan and Co.)

 a goddess crowned with a star.1 We must reckon with fairly different

 interpretations of these figures in the various regions to which they spread,

 and we can do no more than hint at a possible common element in these

 beliefs. We may note, then, that the griffin as a messenger of the nether world

 would well agree with the common view that the dead, and all connected with

 the land of the dead, possessed bird-like qualities in voice, movements, or

 appearance. The Egyptian renderings of the Ba are well known, of course,

 1 DELAPORTE, Catalogue des cylindres orientaux . . .musde du Louvre, 197, no. A-927-
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 122 H. FRANKFORT

 but a text found not so long ago describes the behaviour and appearance of

 the souls when they come to the earth with unusual explicitness.1 Similar

 views, more or less explicit in detail, were widely held in the ancient world.

 Enkidu, the friend of Gilgamesh, had an ominous dream before he died, in

 which a dark-faced figure, with a face like that of a great bird and claws

 like that of an eagle, changed Enkidu's appearance so that his arms became

 feathered, after which he guided him 'Unto the dwelling from which he

 who entereth cometh forth never.' 2 The seal of Fig. 5 finds so also its

 explanation. Though there are no Syrian texts attesting similar beliefs,

 and none from Crete that we may read, we may provisionally range the

 crested Griffin with the Soul-birds, Harpies, and Sirens in which later

 dwellers in the Aegean area objectified certain aspects of the terror inspired

 by death.

 H. FRANKFORT.

 1 FRANKFORT, The Cenotaph of Seti I at Abydos p. 73 text D.

 2 R. CAMPBELL THOMPSON, The Epic of Gilgamish pp. 38-9; more recently a fuller

 rendering has been given by A. SCHOTT Das Gilgamesh Epos pp. 48-9.
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